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Abstrat
A fundamental requirement of any task-oriented dialogue system is the ability to gen-
erate objet desriptions that refer to objets in the task domain. The subproblem of
ontent seletion for objet desriptions in task-oriented dialogue has been the fous of
muh previous work and a large number of models have been proposed. In this paper, we
use the annotated oonut orpus of task-oriented design dialogues to develop feature
sets based on Dale and Reiter's (1995) inremental model, Brennan and Clark's (1996)
oneptual pat model, and Jordan's (2000b) intentional inuenes model, and use these
feature sets in a mahine learning experiment to automatially learn a model of ontent
seletion for objet desriptions. Sine Dale and Reiter's model requires a representation
of disourse struture, the orpus annotations are used to derive a representation based on
Grosz and Sidner's (1986) theory of the intentional struture of disourse, as well as two
very simple representations of disourse struture based purely on reeny. We then apply
the rule-indution program ripper to train and test the ontent seletion omponent of an
objet desription generator on a set of 393 objet desriptions from the orpus. To our
knowledge, this is the rst reported experiment of a trainable ontent seletion omponent
for objet desription generation in dialogue. Three separate ontent seletion models that
are based on the three theoretial models, all independently ahieve auraies signiantly
above the majority lass baseline (17%) on unseen test data, with the intentional in-
uenes model (42.4%) performing signiantly better than either the inremental model
(30.4%) or the oneptual pat model (28.9%). But the best performing models ombine
all the feature sets, ahieving auraies near 60%. Surprisingly, a simple reeny-based
representation of disourse struture does as well as one based on intentional struture. To
our knowledge, this is also the rst empirial omparison of a representation of Grosz and
Sidner's model of disourse struture with a simpler model for any generation task.
1. Introdution
A fundamental requirement of any task-oriented dialogue system is the ability to generate
objet desriptions that refer to objets in the task domain. For example, onsider the
exerpt of a task-oriented dialogue from the oonut orpus in Figure 1 (Di Eugenio,
Jordan, Thomason, & Moore, 2000). The onversants in this dialogue are attempting to
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(Partial solution to problem already agreed upon in prior dialogue: 3 green hairs for 50, 1 green
hair for 100 and a green table in the dining room, and a blue sofa in the living room. The numbers
in brakets indiate the utterane breaks for analysis of the dialogue.)
G: [36℄ That leaves us with 250 dollars. [37℄ I have a yellow rug for 150 dollars. [38℄ Do you have
any other furniture left that mathes for 100 dollars?"
S: [39℄ No, I have no furniture left that osts $100. [40℄ I guess you an buy the yellow rug for $150.
G: [41℄ Okay. [42℄ I'll buy the rug for 150 dollars. [43℄ I have a green hair [44℄ that I an buy for
100 dollars [45℄ that should leave us with no money.
S: [46℄ That sounds good. [47℄ Go ahead and buy the yellow rug and the green hair.
G: [48℄ I'll buy the green 100 dollar hair. [49℄ Design Complete?
S: [50℄ Sounds good, [51℄ do you want the green hair in the dining room with the other hairs? [52℄
I put the yellow rug in the living room. [53℄ Then the design is omplete.
G: [54℄ Sounds good. [55℄ Hit the design omplete
Figure 1: Exerpt of a oonut dialogue illustrating variable seletion of attributes for
objet desriptions that refer to furniture items
ollaboratively onstrut a solution for furnishing a two room house. Eah onversant starts
the task with a separate set of furniture items that an be used in the solution. In the proess
of negotiating the solution, they generate objet desriptions (shown in italis) for items of
furniture.
Eah furniture type in the oonut task domain has four assoiated attributes: olor,
prie, owner and quantity. As a rst step, an objet desription generator must deide whih
of these four attributes to inlude in an utterane, while subsequent surfae generation steps
deide where in the utterane the attributes will be expressed. For example, the task domain
objets under disussion in the dialogue in Figure 1 are a $150 yellow rug owned by Garrett
(G) and a $100 dollar green hair owned by Steve (S). In the dialogue exerpt in Figure
1, the yellow rug is rst referened in utterane 36 as a yellow rug for 150 dollars and
then subsequently as the yellow rug for 150 dollars, the rug for 150 dollars, the yellow rug,
where the owner attribute is sometimes realized in a separate noun phrase within the same
utterane. It ould also have been desribed by any of the following: the rug, my rug, my
yellow rug, my $150 yellow rug, the $150 rug. The ontent of these objet desriptions
varies depending on whih attributes are inluded. How does the speaker deide whih
attributes to inlude?
The problem of ontent seletion for subsequent referene has been the fous of muh
previous work and a large number of overlapping models have been proposed that seek to
explain dierent aspets of referring expression ontent seletion (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs,
1986; Brennan & Clark, 1996; Dale & Reiter, 1995; Passonneau, 1995; Jordan, 2000b) inter
alia. The fators that these models use inlude the disourse struture, the attributes and
attribute values used in the previous mention, the reeny of last mention, the frequeny of
mention, the task struture, the inferential omplexity of the task, and ways of determining
salient objets and the salient attributes of an objet. In this paper, we use a set of fators
onsidered important for three of these models, and empirially ompare the utility of these
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fators as preditors in a mahine learning experiment in order to rst establish whether the
seleted fators, as we represent them, an make eetive ontributions to the larger task of
ontent seletion for initial as well as subsequent referene. The fator sets we utilize are:
 ontrast set fators, inspired by the inremental model of Dale and Reiter
(1995);
 oneptual pat fators, inspired by the models of Clark and olleagues (Clark &
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Brennan & Clark, 1996);
 intentional influenes fators, inspired by the model of Jordan (2000b).
We develop features representing these fators, then use the features to represent exam-
ples of objet desriptions and the ontext in whih they our for the purpose of learning
a model of ontent seletion for objet desriptions.
Dale and Reiter's inremental model fouses on the prodution of near-minimal sub-
sequent referenes that allow the hearer to reliably distinguish the task objet from similar
task objets. Following Grosz and Sidner (1986), Dale and Reiter's algorithm utilizes dis-
ourse struture as an important fator in determining whih objets the urrent objet
must be distinguished from. The model of Clark, Brennan and Wilkes-Gibbs is based on
the notion of a oneptual pat, i.e. the onversants attempt to oordinate with one
another by establishing a oneptual pat for desribing an objet. Jordan's intentional
influenes model is based on the assumption that the underlying ommuniative and
task-related inferenes are important fators in aounting for non-minimal desriptions.
We desribe these models in more detail in Setion 3 and explain why we expet these
models to work well in ombination.
Many aspets of the underlying ontent seletion models are not well-dened from an
implementation point of view, so it may be neessary to experiment with dierent denitions
and related parameter settings to determine whih will produe the best performane for a
model, as was done with the parameter setting experiments arried out by Jordan (2000b).
1
However, in the experiments we desribe in this paper, we strive for feature representations
that will allow the mahine learner to take on more of the task of nding optimal settings
and otherwise use the results reported by Jordan (2000b) for guidane. The only variation
we test here is the representation of disourse struture for those models that require it.
Otherwise, expliit tests of dierent interpretations of the models are left to future work.
We report on a set of experiments designed to establish the preditive power of the fa-
tors emphasized in the three models by using mahine learning to train and test the ontent
seletion omponent of an objet desription generator on a set of 393 objet desriptions
from the orpus of oonut dialogues. The generator goes beyond eah of the models'
aounts for anaphori expressions to address the more general problem of generating both
initial and subsequent expressions. We provide the mahine learner with distint sets of
features motivated by these models, in addition to disourse features motivated by assumed
1. Determining optimal parameter settings for a mahine learning algorithm is a similar issue (Daelemans
& Hoste, 2002) but at a dierent level. We use the same mahine learner and parameter settings for all
our experiments although searhing for optimal mahine learner parameter settings may be of value in
further improving performane.
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familiarity distintions (Prine, 1981) (i.e. new vs. evoked vs. inferable disourse entities),
and dialogue spei features suh as the speaker of the objet desription, its absolute
loation in the disourse, and the problem that the onversants are urrently trying to
solve. We evaluate the objet desription generator by omparing its preditions against
what humans said at the same point in the dialogue and only ounting as orret those that
exatly math the ontent of the human generated objet desriptions (Oberlander, 1998).
2
This provides a rigorous test of the objet desription generator sine in all likelihood there
are other objet desriptions that would have ahieved the speaker's ommuniative goals.
We also quantify the ontribution of eah feature set to the performane of the objet
desription generator. The results indiate that the intentional influenes features, the
inremental features and the oneptual pat features are all independently signi-
antly better than the majority lass baseline for this task, with the intentional influ-
enes model (42.4%) performing signiantly better than either the inremental model
(30.4%) or the oneptual pat model (28.9%). However, the best performing models
ombine features from all the models, ahieving auraies at mathing human performane
near 60.0%, a large improvement over the majority lass baseline of 17% in whih the gen-
erator simply guesses the most frequent attribute ombination. Surprisingly, our results
in experimenting with dierent disourse struture parameter settings show that features
derived from a simple reeny-based model of disourse struture ontribute as muh to this
partiular task as one based on intentional struture.
The oonut dataset is small ompared to those used in most mahine learning ex-
periments. Smaller datasets run a higher risk of overtting and thus spei performane
results should be interpreted with aution. In addition the oonut orpus represents only
one type of dialogue; typed, ollaborative, problem solving dialogues about onstraint satis-
fation problems. While the models and suggested features fous on general ommuniative
issues, we expet variations in the task involved and in the ommuniation setting to im-
pat the preditive power of the feature sets. For example, the oneptual pat model
was developed using dialogues that fous on identifying novel, abstrat gures. Beause
the gures are abstrat it is not lear at the start of a series of exerises what desription
will best help the dialogue partner identify the target gure. Thus the need to negotiate
a desription for the gures is more prominent than in other tasks. Likewise we expet
onstraint satisfation problems and the need for joint agreement on a solution to ause the
intentional influenes model to be more prominent for the oonut dialogues. But
the fat that the oneptual pat features show preditive power that is signiantly
better than the baseline suggests that while the prominene of eah model inspired feature
set may vary aross tasks and ommuniation settings, we expet eah to have a signiant
ontribution to make to a ontent seletion model.
Clearly, for those of us whose ultimate goal is a general model of ontent seletion
for dialogue, we need to arry out experiments on a wide range of dialogue types. But
for those of us whose ultimate goal is a dialogue appliation, one smaller orpus that is
representative of the antiipated dialogues is probably preferable. Despite the two notes of
2. Note that the more attributes a disourse entity has, the harder it is to ahieve an exat math to a
human desription, i.e. for this problem the objet desription generator must orretly hoose among
16 possibilities represented by the power set of the four attributes.
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aution we expet our feature representations to suggest a starting point for both larger
endeavors.
Previous researh has applied mahine learning to several problems in natural language
generation, suh as ue word seletion (Di Eugenio, Moore, & Paolui, 1997), aent plae-
ment (Hirshberg, 1993), determining the form of an objet desription (Poesio, 2000),
ontent ordering (Malouf, 2000; Mellish, Knott, Oberlander, & O'Donnell, 1998; Duboue
& MKeown, 2001; Ratnaparkhi, 2002), sentene planning (Walker, Rambow, & Rogati,
2002), re-use of textual desriptions in automati summarization (Radev, 1998), and sur-
fae realization (Langkilde & Knight, 1998; Bangalore & Rambow, 2000; Varges & Mellish,
2001).
The only other mahine learning approahes for ontent seletion are those of Oh and
Rudniky (2002) and of Roy (2002). Oh and Rudniky report results for automatially
training a module for the CMU Communiator system that selets the attributes that the
system should express when impliitly onrming ight information in an ongoing dialogue.
For example, if the aller said I want to go to Denver on Sunday, the impliit onrmation
by the system might be Flying to Denver on Sunday. They experimentally ompared a
statistial approah based on bigram models with a strategy that only onrms information
that the system has just heard for the rst time, and found that the two systems performed
equally well. Roy reports results for a spoken language generator that is trained to generate
visual desriptions of geometri objets when provided with features of visual senes. Roy's
results show that the understandability of the automatially generated desriptions is only
8.5% lower than human-generated desriptions. Unlike our approah, neither of these on-
sider the eets of ongoing dialogue with a dialogue partner, or the eet of the dialogue
ontext on the generated desriptions. Our work, and the theoretial models it is based
on, expliitly fous on the proesses involved in generating desriptions and redesriptions
of objets in interative dialogue that allow the dialogue partners to remain aligned as the
dialogue progresses (Pikering & Garrod, 2004).
The most relevant prior work is that of Jordan (2000b). Jordan implemented Dale and
Reiter's inremental model and developed and implemented the intentional influ-
enes model, whih inorporates the inremental model, and tested them both against
the oonut orpus. Jordan also experimented with dierent parameter settings for vague
parts of the models. The results of this work are not diretly omparable beause Jordan
only tested rules for subsequent referene, while here we attempt to learn rules for gener-
ating both initial and subsequent referenes. However, using a purely rule-based approah,
the best auray that Jordan reported was 69.6% using a non-stringent soring riterion
(not an exat math) and 24.7% using the same stringent exat math soring used here.
In this paper, using features derived from Jordan's orpus annotations, and applying rule
indution to indue rules from training data, we ahieve an exat math auray of nearly
47% when omparing to the most similar model and an auray of nearly 60% when om-
paring to the best overall model. These results appear to be an improvement over those
reported by Jordan (2000b), given both the inreased auray and the ability to generate
initial as well as subsequent referenes.
Setion 2 desribes the oonut orpus, denitions of disourse entities and objet
desriptions for the oonut domain, and the annotations on the orpus that we use
to derive the feature sets. Setion 3 presents the theoretial models of ontent seletion
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Opal 1
End of Turn
Design Complete
PARTNER’S INVENTORY
TABLE-LOW
TABLE-HIGH
RUG
SOFA
LAMP-TABLE
LAMP-FLOOR
CHAIR
ARMCHAIR
DESK
LIVING-ROOM DINING-ROOM
YOUR INVENTORY
1  TABLE-HIGH  YELLOW $400
0  SOFA  GREEN $350
1  SOFA  YELLOW $400
1  RUG  RED $200
1  LAMP-FLOOR  BLUE $50
2  CHAIR  BLUE $75
0  CHAIR  GREEN $100
0  CHAIR  RED $100
Your budget is: $400
350
100 100
400
400
100
100
> we bought the green sofa 350,
the green table 400,
and 2 green chairs 100 each.
> change the chairs,
I have two red ones for the same price.
As much as I like green
it looks ugly with red.
Figure 2: A snapshot of the interfae for the oonut task
for objet desriptions in more detail and desribes the features inspired by the models.
Setion 4 desribes the experimental design and Setion 5 presents the quantitative results
of testing the learned rules against the orpus, disusses the features that the mahine
learner identies as important, and provides examples of the rules that are learned. Setion
6 summarizes the results and disusses future work.
2. The Coonut Corpus
The oonut orpus is a set of 24 omputer-mediated dialogues onsisting of a total of
1102 utteranes. The dialogues were olleted in an experiment where two human subjets
ollaborated on a simple design task, that of buying furniture for two rooms of a house
(Di Eugenio et al., 2000). Their ollaboration was arried out through a typed dialogue
in a workspae where eah ation and utterane was automatially logged. An exerpt
of a oonut dialogue is in Figure 1. A snapshot of the workspae for the oonut
experiments is in Figure 2.
In the experimental dialogues, the partiipants' main goal is to negotiate the purhases;
the items of highest priority are a sofa for the living room and a table and four hairs for the
dining room. The partiipants also have spei seondary goals whih further onstrain
the problem solving task. Partiipants are instruted to try to meet as many of these
goals as possible, and are motivated to do so by rewards assoiated with satised goals.
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The seondary goals are: 1) math olors within a room, 2) buy as muh furniture as you
an, 3) spend all your money. The partiipants are told whih rewards are assoiated with
ahieving eah goal.
Eah partiipant is given a separate budget (as shown in the mid-bottom setion of
Figure 2) and an inventory of furniture (as shown in the upper-left setion of Figure 2).
Furniture types inlude sofas, hairs, rugs and lamps, and the possible olors are red, green,
yellow or blue. Neither partiipant knows what is in the other's inventory or how muh
money the other has. By sharing information during the onversation, they an ombine
their budgets and selet furniture from eah other's inventories. Note that sine a partiipant
does not know what furniture his partner has available until told, there is a menu (see the
mid-right setion of Figure 2) that allows the partiipant to reate furniture items based on
his partner's desription of the items available. The partiipants are equals and purhasing
deisions are joint. In the experiment, eah set of partiipants solved one to three senarios
with varying inventories and budgets. The problem senarios varied task omplexity by
ranging from tasks where items are inexpensive and the budget is relatively large, to tasks
where the items are expensive and the budget relatively small.
2.1 Disourse Entities and Objet Desriptions in the Corpus
A disourse model is used to keep trak of the objets disussed in a disourse. As an objet
is desribed, the onversants relate the information about the objet in the utterane to the
appropriate mental representation of the objet in the disourse model (Karttunen, 1976;
Webber, 1978; Heim, 1983; Kamp & Reyle, 1993; Passonneau, 1996). The model ontains
disourse entities, attributes and links between entities (Prine, 1981). A disourse entity
is a variable or plaeholder that indexes the information about an objet desribed in a
partiular linguisti desription to an appropriate mental representation of the objet. The
disourse model hanges as the disourse progresses. When an objet is rst desribed, a
disourse entity suh as e
i
is added to the disourse model. As new utteranes are produed,
additional disourse entities may be added to the model when new objets are desribed,
and new attributes may get assoiated with e
i
whenever it is redesribed. Attributes are not
always supplied by a noun phrase (NP). They may arise from other parts of the utterane
or from disourse inferene relations that link to other disourse entities.
To illustrate the disourse inferene relations relevant to oonut, in (1b) the green set
is an example of a new disourse entity whih has a set/subset disourse inferene relation
to the three distint disourse entities for 2 $25 green hairs, 2 $100 green hairs and 1
$200 green table.
(1) a. : I have [2 $25 green hairs℄ and [a $200 green table℄.
b. : I have [2 $100 green hairs℄. Let's get [the green set℄.
A lass inferene relation exists when the referent of a disourse entity has a subsumption
relationship with a previous disourse entity. For example, in (2) the table and your green
one have a subsumption relationship.
(2) Let's deide on [the table℄ for the dining room. How about [your green one℄?
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A ommon noun anaphora inferene relation ours in the ases of one anaphora and
null anaphora. For example, in (3) eah of the marked NPs in the last part of the utterane
has a null anaphora relation to the marked NP in the rst part. Note that this example
also has a lass inferene relation as well.
(3) I have [a variety of high tables℄ ,[green℄, [red℄ and [yellow℄ for 400, 300, and 200.
Disourse entities an also be related by prediative relationships suh as is. For exam-
ple, in (4) the entities dened by my heapest table and a blue one for $200 are not the
same disourse entities but the information about one provides more information about the
other. Note that this example also inludes ommon noun anaphora and lass inferene
relations.
(4) [My heapest table℄ is [a blue one for $200℄.
An objet desription is any linguisti expression (usually an NP) that initiates the re-
ation or update of a disourse entity for a furniture item, along with any expliit attributes
expressed within the utterane. We onsider the attributes that are expliitly expressed
outside of an NP to be part of the objet desription sine they an be realized either as
part of the noun phrase that triggers the disourse entity or elsewhere in the utterane.
Attributes that are inferred (e.g. quantity from \a" or \the") help populate the disourse
entity but are not onsidered part of an objet desription sine inferred attributes may
or may not reet an expliit hoie. The inferred attribute ould be a side-eet of the
surfae struture seleted for realizing the objet desription.
3
2.2 Corpus Annotations
After the orpus was olleted, it was annotated by human oders for three types of
features: problem-solving utterane level features as shown in Figure 3, disourse
utterane level features as illustrated in Figure 4 and disourse entity level fea-
tures as illustrated in Figure 5. Some additional features are shown in Figure 6. Eah of
the feature enodings shown are for the dialogue exerpt in Figure 1.
All of the features were hand-labelled on the orpus beause it is a human-human orpus
but, as we will disuss further at the end of this setion, many of these features would need
to be established by a system for its ollaborative problem solving omponent to funtion
properly.
Looking rst at Figure 6, it is the expliit attributes (as desribed in the previous
setion) that are to be predited by the models we are building and testing. The remaining
features are available as ontext for making the preditions.
The problem-solving utterane level features in Figure 3 apture the problem
solving state in terms of the goals and ations that are being disussed by the onversants,
onstraint hanges that are impliitly assumed, or expliitly stated by the onversants, and
the size of the solution set for the urrent onstraint equations. The solution set size for
3. While the same is true of some of the attributes that are expliitly expressed (e.g. \I" in subjet position
expresses the ownership attribute), most of the attribute types of interest in the orpus are adjunts
(e.g. \Let's buy the hair [for $100℄.").
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Utterane Goal/ Introdue Goal/ Change Solution
Ation or Ation in Size
Label ontinue Identier Constraints
37 SeletOptionalItemLR introdue at4 drop olor math indeterminate
38 SeletOptionalItem introdue at5 olor,prie limit indeterminate
39 SeletOptionalItem ontinue at5 none indeterminate
40 SeletOptionalItemLR ontinue at4 none determinate
42 SeletOptionalItemLR ontinue at4 none determinate
43 SeletOptionalItemDR ontinue at5 none indeterminate
44 SeletOptionalItemDR ontinue at5 none determinate
46 SeletOptionalItemDR ontinue at5 none determinate
47 SeletOptionalItemDR ontinue at4 none determinate
SeletOptionalItemLR ontinue at5
48 SeletOptionalItemDR ontinue at5 none determinate
51 SeletOptionalItemDR, ontinue at5, none determinate
SeletChairs introdue at3
52 SeletOptionalItemLR ontinue at4 none determinate
Figure 3: Problem solving utterane level annotations for utteranes relevant to problem
solving goals and ations for the dialogue exerpt in Figure 1
Utterane Inuene Inuene
on Listener on Speaker
37 AtionDiretive Oer
40 AtionDiretive Commit
42 AtionDiretive Commit
43 OpenOption nil
44 AtionDiretive Oer
46 AtionDiretive Commit
47 AtionDiretive Commit
48 AtionDiretive Commit
49 AtionDiretive Oer
51 AtionDiretive Oer
52 AtionDiretive Commit
Figure 4: Disourse utterane level annotations for utteranes relevant to establishing joint
agreements for the dialogue exerpt in Figure 1
a onstraint equation is haraterized as being determinate if the set of values is losed
and represents that the onversants have shared relevant values with one another. An
indeterminate size means that the set of values in still open and so a solution annot yet
be determined. The problem-solving features apture some of the situational or problem-
solving inuenes that may eet desriptions and indiate the task struture from whih
the disourse struture an be derived (Terken, 1985; Grosz & Sidner, 1986). Eah domain
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Utterane Referene Disourse Attribute Argument
and Inferene Values for Goal/Ation
Coreferene Relations Identier
37 initial ref-1 nil my,1,yellow,rug,150 at4
38 initial ref-2 nil your,furniture,100 at5
39 initial ref-3 lass to ref-20 my,furniture,100 at5
40 orefers ref-1 nil your,1,yellow,rug,150 at4
42 orefers ref-1 nil my,1,rug,150 at4
43 initial ref-4 nil my,1,green,hair at5
44 orefers ref-4 CNAnaphora ref-4 my,100 at5
47 orefers ref-1 nil your,1,yellow,rug at4
47 orefers ref-4 nil your,1,green,hair at5
48 orefers ref-4 nil my,1,green,hair,100 at5
51 orefers ref-4 nil 1,green,hair at5
51 initial ref-5 set of ref-12,ref-16 hair at3
52 orefers ref-1 1,yellow rug at4
Figure 5: Disourse entity level annotations for utteranes referring to furniture items in
Figure 1
Utterane Speaker Expliit Inferred Desription
Attributes Attributes
37 G type,olor,prie,owner quantity a yellow rug for 150 dollars
38 G type,olor,prie,owner furniture ... for 100 dollars
39 S type,prie,owner furniture ... 100 dollars
40 S type,olor,prie,owner quantity the yellow rug for $150
42 G type,prie,owner quantity the rug for 150 dollars
43 G type,olor,owner quantity a green hair
44 G prie,owner [0℄ for 100 dollars
47 S type,olor owner,quantity the yellow rug
47 S type,olor owner,quantity the green hair
48 G type,olor,prie,owner quantity the green 100 dollar hair
51 S type,olor quantity the green hair
51 S type quantity the other hairs
52 S type,olor quantity the yellow rug
Figure 6: Additional features for the dialogue exerpt in Figure 1
goal provides a disourse segment purpose so that eah utterane that relates to a dierent
domain goal or set of domain goals denes a new segment.
The disourse utterane level features in Figure 4 enode the inuene the ut-
terane is expeted to have on the speaker and the listener as dened by the DAMSL
sheme (Allen & Core, 1997). These annotations also help apture some of the situational
inuenes that may eet desriptions. The possible inuenes on listeners inlude open
options, ation diretives and information requests. The possible inuenes on speakers are
oers and ommitments. Open options are options that a speaker presents for the hearer's
future ations, whereas with an ation diretive a speaker is trying to put a hearer under
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an obligation to at. There is no intent to put the hearer under obligation to at with
an open option beause the speaker may not have given the hearer enough information to
at or the speaker may have learly indiated that he does not endorse the ation. Oers
and ommitments are both needed to arrive at a joint ommitment to a proposed ation.
With an oer the speaker is onditionally ommitting to the ation whereas with a ommit
the speaker is unonditionally ommitting. With a ommit, the hearer may have already
onditionally ommitted to the ation under disussion, or the speaker may not are if the
hearer is also ommitted to the ation he intends to do.
The disourse entity level features in Figure 5 dene the disourse entities that
are in the disourse model. Disourse entities, links to earlier disourse entities and the
attributes expressed previously for a disourse entity at the NP-level and utterane level
are inputs for an objet desription generator. Part of what is used to dene the disourse
entities is disourse referene relations whih inlude initial, oreferene and disourse infer-
ene relations between dierent entities suh as the links we desribed earlier; set/subset,
lass, ommon noun anaphora and prediative. In addition, in order to link the expression
to appropriate problem solving ations, the ation for whih the entity is an argument is
also annotated. In order to test whether an aeptable objet desription is generated by
a model for a disourse entity in ontext, the expliit attributes used to desribe the entity
are also annotated (reall Figure 6).
Whih ation an entity is related to helps assoiate entities with the orret parts of
the disourse struture and helps determine whih problem-solving situations are relevant
to a partiular entity. From the other disourse entity level annotations, initial represen-
tations of disourse entities and updates to them an be derived. For example, the initial
representation for \I have a yellow rug. It osts $150." would inlude type, quantity, olor
and owner following the rst utterane. Only the quantity attribute is inferred. After the
seond utterane the entity would be updated to inlude prie.
The enoded features all have good inter-oder reliability as shown by the kappa values
given in Table 1 (Di Eugenio et al., 2000; Jordan, 2000b; Krippendorf, 1980). These values
are all statistially signiant for the size of the labelled data set, as shown by the p-values
in the table.
Disourse Referene Disourse Argument Attributes
Entity and Inferene for Goal/
Level Coreferene Relations Ation
.863 .819 .857 .861
(z=19, p<.01) (z=14, p<.01) (z=16, p<.01) (z=53, p<.01)
Problem Introdue Continue Change in Solution Goal/Ation
Solving Goal/Ation Goal/Ation Constraints Size
Utterane .897 .857 .881 .8 .74
Level (z=8, p<.01) (z=27, p<.01) (z=11, p<.01) (z=6, p<.01) (z=12, p<.01)
Disourse Inuene Inuene
Utterane on Listener on Speaker
Level .72 .72
(z=19, p<.01) (z=13, p<.01)
Table 1: Kappa values for the annotation sheme
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While the availability of some of this annotated information in a dialogue system is
urrently an ongoing hallenge for today's systems, a system that is to be a suessful
dialogue partner in a ollaborative problem solving dialogue, where all the options are not
known a priori, will have to model and update disourse entities, understand the urrent
problem solving state and what has been agreed upon, and be able to make, aept or rejet
proposed solutions. Certainly, not all dialogue system domains and ommuniative settings
will need all of this information and likewise some of the information that is essential for
other domains and settings will not be neessary to engage in a oonut dialogue.
The experimental data onsists of 393 non-pronominal objet desriptions from 13 dia-
logues of the oonut orpus as well as features onstruted from the annotations desribed
above. The next setion explains in more detail how the annotations are used to onstrut
the features used in training the models.
3. Representing Models of Content Seletion for Objet Desriptions as
Features
In Setion 1, we desribed how we would use the annotations on the oonut orpus to
onstrut feature sets motivated by theories of ontent seletion for objet desriptions.
Here we desribe these theories in more detail, and present, with eah theory, the feature
sets that are inspired by the theory. In Setion 4 we explain how these features are used to
automatially learn a model of ontent seletion for objet desriptions. In order to be used
in this way, all of the features must be represented by ontinuous (numeri), set-valued, or
symboli (ategorial) values.
Models of ontent seletion for objet desriptions attempt to explain what motivates a
speaker to use a partiular set of attributes to desribe an objet, both on the rst mention
of an objet as well as in subsequent mentions. In an extended disourse, speakers often
redesribe objets that were introdued earlier in order to say something more about the
objet or the event in whih it partiipates. We will test in part an assumption that many
of the fators relevant for redesriptions will also be relevant for initial desriptions.
All of the models desribed below have previously had rule-based implementations of
them tested on the oonut orpus and were all found to be nearly equally good at explain-
ing the redesriptions in the orpus (Jordan, 2000b). All of them share a basi assumption
about the speaker's goal when redesribing a disourse entity already introdued into the
disourse model in prior onversation. The speaker's primary goal is identiation, i.e. to
generate a linguisti expression that will eÆiently and eetively re-evoke the appropriate
disourse entity in the hearer's mind. A redesription must be adequate for re-evoking the
entity unambiguously, and it must do so in an eÆient way (Dale & Reiter, 1995). One
fator that has a major eet on the adequay of a redesription is the fat that a disourse
entity to be desribed must be distinguished from other disourse entities in the disourse
model that are urrently salient. These other disourse entities are alled distrators. Char-
ateristis of the disourse entities evoked by the dialogue suh as reeny and frequeny
of mention, relationship to the task goals, and position relative to the struture of the
disourse are hypothesized as means of determining whih entities are mutually salient for
both onversants.
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 what is mutually known: type-mk, olor-mk, owner-mk, prie-mk, quantity-mk
 referene-relation: one of initial, oref, set, lass, nanaphora, prediative
Figure 7: Assumed Familiarity Feature Set.
We begin the enoding of features for the objet desription generator with features
representing the fundamental aspets of a disourse entity in a disourse model. We divide
these features into two sets: the assumed familiarity feature set and the inherent
feature set. The assumed familiarity features in Figure 7 enode all the information
about a disourse entity that is already represented in the disourse model at the point
in the disourse at whih the entity is to be desribed. These attributes are assumed to
be mutually known by the onversational partiipants and are represented by ve boolean
features: type-mk, olor-mk, owner-mk, prie-mk, quantity-mk. For example, if type-mk has
the value of yes, this represents that the type attribute of the entity to be desribed is
mutually known.
Figure 7 also enumerates a referene-relation feature as desribed in Setion 2 to enode
whether the entity is new (initial), evoked (oref) or inferred relative to the disourse
ontext. The types of inferenes supported by the annotation are set/subset, lass, ommon
noun anaphora (e.g. one and null anaphora), and prediative (Jordan, 2000b), whih are
represented by the values (set,lass,nanaphora,prediative). These referene rela-
tions are relevant to both initial and subsequent desriptions.
 utterane-number, speaker-pair, speaker, problem-number
 attribute values:
{ type: one of sofa, hair, table, rug, lamp, superordinate
{ olor: one of red, blue, green, yellow
{ owner: one of self, other, ours
{ prie: range from $50 to $600
{ quantity: range from 0 to 4.
Figure 8: Inherent Feature Set: Task, Speaker and Disourse Entity Spei features.
The inherent features in Figure 8 are a spei enoding of partiulars about the
disourse situation, suh as the speaker, the task, and the atual values of the entity's known
attributes (type, olor, owner, prie, quantity). We supply the values for the attributes in
ase there are preferenes assoiated with partiular values. For example, there may be a
preferene to inlude quantity, when desribing a set of hairs, or prie, when it is high.
The inherent features allow us to examine whether there are individual dierenes in
seletion models (speaker, speaker-pair), or whether speis about the attributes of the
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objet, the loation within the dialogue (utterane-number), and the problem diÆulty
(problem-number) play signiant roles in seleting attributes. The attribute values for an
entity are derived from annotated attribute features and the referene relations.
We don't expet rules involving this feature set to generalize well to other dialogue
situations. Instead we expet them to lead to a situation speifi model. Whenever
these features are used there is overtting regardless of the training set size. Consider that
a partiular speaker, speaker-pair or utterane number are spei to partiular dialogues
and are unlikely to our in another dialogue, even a new oonut dialogue. These feature
representations would have to be abstrated to be of value in a generator.
3.1 Dale and Reiter's Inremental Model
Most omputational work on generating objet desriptions for subsequent referene (Ap-
pelt, 1985a; Kronfeld, 1986; Reiter, 1990; Dale, 1992; Heeman & Hirst, 1995; Lohbaum,
1995; Passonneau, 1996; van Deemter, 2002; Gardent, 2002; Krahmer, van Erk, & Verleg,
2003) onentrates on how to produe a minimally omplex expression that singles out
the disourse entity from a set of distrators. The set of ontextually salient distrators is
identied via a model of disourse struture as mentioned above. Dale and Reiter's inre-
mental model is the basis of muh of the urrent work that relies on disourse struture
to determine the ontent of objet desriptions for subsequent referene.
The most ommonly used aount of disourse struture for task-oriented dialogues is
Grosz and Sidner's (1986) theory of the attentional and intentional struture of disourse.
In this theory, a data struture alled a fous spae keeps trak of the disourse entities
that are salient in a partiular ontext, and a stak of fous spaes is used to store the fous
spaes for the disourse as a whole. The ontent of a fous spae and operations on the
stak of fous spaes is determined by the struture of the task. A hange in task or topi
indiates the start of a new disourse segment and a orresponding fous spae. All of the
disourse entities desribed in a disourse segment are lassied as salient for the dialogue
partiipants while the orresponding fous spae is on the fous stak. Approahes that use
a notion of disourse struture take advantage of this representation to produe desriptors
that are minimally omplex given the urrent fous spae, i.e. the desription does not have
to be unambiguous with respet to the global disourse.
Aording to Dale and Reiter's model, a desriptor ontaining information that is not
needed to identify the referent given the urrent fous spae would not be minimally omplex
but a small number of overspeiations that appear relative to the identiation goal are
expeted and an be explained as artifats of ognitive proessing limits. Trying to produe
a minimally omplex desription an be seen as an implementation of the two parts of
Grie's Maxim of Quantity, aording to whih an utterane should both say as muh as
is required, and no more than is required (Grie, 1975). Given an entity to desribe and a
distrator set dened by the entities in the urrent fous spae, the inremental model
inrementally builds a desription by heking a stati ordering of attribute types and
seleting an attribute to inlude in the desription if and only if it eliminates some of the
remaining distrators. As distrators are ruled out, they no longer inuene the seletion
proess.
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 Distrator Frequenies: type-distrators, olor-distrators, owner-distrators, prie-distra-
tors, quantity-distrators
 Attribute Salieny: majority-type, majority-type-freq, majority-olor, majority-olor-freq,
majority-prie, majority-prie-freq, majority-owner, majority-owner-freq, majority-quantity,
majority-quantity-freq
Figure 9: ontrast set Feature Sets
A set of features alled ontrast set features are used to represent aspets of Dale
and Reiter's model. See Figure 9. The goal of the enoding is to represent whether there
are distrators present in the fous spae whih might motivate the inlusion of a partiular
attribute. First, the distrator frequenies enode how many distrators have an attribute
value that is dierent from that of the entity to be desribed.
The inremental model also utilizes a preferred saliene ordering for attributes and
eliminates distrators as attributes are added to a desription. For example, adding the
attribute type when the objet is a hair, eliminates any distrators that aren't hairs. A
feature based enoding annot easily represent a distrator set that hanges as attribute
hoies are made. To ompensate, our enoding treats attributes instead of objets as
distrators so that the attribute salieny features enode whih attribute values are most
salient for eah attribute type, and a ount of the number of distrators with this attribute
value. For example, if 5 of 8 distrators are red then majority-olor is red and the majority-
olor-freq is 5. Taking the view of attributes as distrators has the advantage that the
preferred ordering of attributes an adjust aording to the fous spae. This interpretation
of Dale and Reiter's model was shown to be statistially similar to the strit model but
with a higher mean math to the orpus (Jordan, 2000b). Thus our goal in adding these
additional features is to try to obtain the best possible performane for the inremental
model.
Finally, an open issue with deriving the distrators is how to dene a fous spae (Walker,
1996a). As desribed above, Grosz and Sidner's theory of disourse reates a data struture
alled a fous spae for eah disourse segment, where disourse segments are based on the
intentions underlying the dialogue. However Grosz and Sidner provide no lear riterion
for assigning the segmentation struture. In order to explore what denition variations will
work best, we experiment with three fous spae denitions, two very simple fous spae
denitions based on reeny, and the other based on intentional struture as desribed
below. To train and test for the three fous spae denitions, we reate separate datasets
for eah of the three. To our knowledge, this is the rst empirial omparison of Grosz and
Sidner's model with a simpler model for any disourse-related task.
For intentional struture, we utilize the problem solving utterane features hand-labelled
on the oonut orpus with high reliability as disussed above in Setion 2. The annotated
task goals are used to derive an intentional struture for the disourse, whih provides a
segmentation of the disourse, as desribed by Grosz and Sidner (1986). The urrent fous
spae as dened by the annotated task goals is used to dene segment distrators. This
dataset we label as segment. For reeny, one extremely simple fous spae denition
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uses only the disourse entities from the most reent utterane as possible distrators. This
dataset we label as one utterane. The seond extremely simple fous spae denition
only onsiders the disourse entities from the last ve utteranes as possible distrators.
This dataset we label as five utterane. For eah dataset, the features in Figure 9 are
omputed relative to the distrators determined by its fous spae denition.
3.2 Jordan's Intentional Influenes Model
Jordan (2000b) proposed a model to selet attributes for objet desriptions for subse-
quent referene alled the intentional influenes model. This model posits that along
with the identiation goal, task-related inferenes and the agreement proess for task ne-
gotiation are important fators in seleting attributes. Attributes that are not neessary
for identiation purposes may be intentional redundanies with a ommuniative purpose
(Walker, 1996b) and not always just due to ognitive proessing limits on nding minimally
omplex desriptions (Jordan, 2000b).
A goal-direted view of sentene generation suggests that speakers an attempt to satisfy
multiple goals with eah utterane (Appelt, 1985b). It suggests that this strategy also
applies to lower-level forms within the utterane (Stone & Webber, 1998). That is, the same
form an opportunistially ontribute to the satisfation of multiple goals. This many-one
mapping of goals to linguisti forms is more generally referred to as overloading intentions
(Pollak, 1991). Subsequent work has shown that this overloading an involve trade-os
aross linguisti levels. That is, an intention whih is ahieved by ompliating a form at
one level may allow the speaker to simplify another level by omitting important information.
For example, a hoie of lausal onnetives at the pragmati level an simplify the syntati
level (Di Eugenio & Webber, 1996), and there are trade-os in word hoie at the syntax
and semantis levels (Stone & Webber, 1998).
The intentional influenes model inorporates multiple ommuniative and prob-
lem solving goals in addition to the main identiation goal in whih the speaker intends
the hearer to re-evoke a partiular disourse entity. The ontribution of this model is that it
overloads multiple, general ommuniative and problem solving goals when generating a de-
sription. When the model was tested on the oonut orpus, inferenes about hanges in
the problem solving onstraints, about onditional and unonditional ommitments to pro-
posals, and about the losing of goals were all shown to be relevant inuenes on attribute
seletion (Jordan, 2000a, 2002) while goals to verify understanding and infer informational
relations were not (Jordan, 2000b).
4
The features used to approximate Jordan's model are in Figure 10. These features over
all of the general ommuniative and problem solving goals hypothesized by the model
exept for the identiation goal and the information relation goal. Beause of the diÆulty
of modelling an information relation goal with features, its representation is left to future
work.
5
4. A dierent subset of the general goals overed by the model are expeted to be inuential for other
domains and ommuniation settings, therefore a general objet desription generator would need to be
trained on a wide range of orpora.
5. Information relation goals may relate two arbitrarily distant utteranes and additional details beyond
distane are expeted to be important. Beause this goal previously did not appear relevant for the
oonut orpus (Jordan, 2000b), we gave it a low priority for implementation.
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 task situation: goal, olormath, olormath-onstraintpresene, prielimit, prielimit-on-
straintpresene, prieevaluator, prieevaluator-onstraintpresene, olorlimit, olorlimit-on-
straintpresene, prieupperlimit, prieupperlimit-onstraintpresene
 agreement state: inuene-on-listener, ommit-speaker, solution-size, prev-inuene-on-lis-
tener, prev-ommit-speaker, prev-solution-size, distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes, distane-
of-last-state-in-turns, ref-made-in-prev-ation-state, speaker-of-last-state, prev-ref-state
 previous agreement state desription: prev-state-type-expressed, prev-state-olor-expressed,
prev-state-owner-expressed, prev-state-prie-expressed, prev-state-quantity-expressed
 solution interations: olor-ontrast, prie-ontrast
Figure 10: Intentional Inuenes Feature Set.
The task situation features enode inferable hanges in the task situation that are related
to item attributes, where olormath is a boolean feature that indiates whether there has
been a hange in the olor math onstraint. The prielimit, olorlimit and prieupperlimit
features are also boolean features representing that there has been a onstraint hange
related to setting limits on values for the prie and olor attributes. The features with
onstraintpresene appended to a onstraint feature name are symboli features that indiate
whether the onstraint hange was impliit or expliit. For example, if there is an agreed
upon onstraint to try to selet items with the same olor value for a room, and a speaker
wants to relax that onstraint then the feature olormath would have the value yes. If the
speaker ommuniated this expliitly by saying \Let's forget trying to math olors." then
the onstraintpresene feature would have the value expliit and otherwise it would have
the value impliit. If the onstraint hange is not expliitly ommuniated and the speaker
deides to inlude a olor attribute when it is not neessary for identiation purposes, it
may be to help the hearer infer that he means to drop the onstraint
The agreement state features in Figure 10 enode ritial points of agreement during
problem solving. Critial agreement states are (Di Eugenio et al., 2000):
 propose: the speaker oers the entity and this onditional ommitment results in a
determinate solution size.
 partner deidable option: the speaker oers the entity and this onditional ommit-
ment results in an indeterminate solution size.
 unonditional ommit: the speaker ommits to an entity.
 unendorsed option: the speaker oers the entity but does not show any ommitment
to using it when the solution size is already determinate.
For example, if a dialogue partiipant is unonditionally ommitting in response to a
proposal, she may want to verify that she has the same item and the same entity de-
sription as her partner by repeating bak the previous desription. The features that
enode these ritial agreement states inlude some DAMSL features (inuene-on-listener,
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ommit-speaker, prev-inuene-on-listener, prev-ommit-speaker), progress toward a solu-
tion (solution-size, prev-solution-size, ref-made-in-prev-ation-state), and features inherent
to an agreement state (speaker-of-last-state, distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes, distane-
of-last-state-in-turns). The features that make referene to a state are derived from the
agreement state features and a more extensive disourse history than an be enoded within
the feature representation. In addition, sine the urrent agreement state depends in part
on the previous agreement state, we added the derived agreement state. The previous
agreement state desription features in Figure 10 are booleans that apture dependenies
of the model on the ontent of the desription from a previous state. For example, if the
previous agreement state for an entity expressed only type and olor attributes then this
would be enoded yes for prev-state-type-expressed and prev-state-olor-expressed and no
for the rest.
The solution interations features in Figure 10 represent situations where multiple pro-
posals are under onsideration whih may ontrast with one another in terms of solving
olor-mathing goals (olor-ontrast) or prie related goals (prie-ontrast). When the
boolean feature olor-ontrast is true, it means that the entity's olor mathes with the
partial solution that has already been agreed upon and ontrasts with the alternatives that
have been proposed. In this situation, there may be grounds for endorsing this entity rel-
ative to the alternatives. For example, in response to S's utterane [37℄ in Figure 1, in a
ontext where G earlier introdued one blue rug for $175, G ould have said \Let's use my
blue rug." in response. In this ase the blue rug would have a true value for olor-ontrast
beause it has a dierent olor than the alternative, and it mathes the blue sofa that had
already been seleted.
The boolean feature prie-ontrast desribes two dierent situations. When the feature
prie-ontrast is true, it either means that the entity has the best prie relative to the
alternatives, or when the problem is nearly omplete, that the entity is more expensive
than the alternatives. In the rst ase, the grounds for endorsement are that the item is
heaper. In the seond ase, it may be that the item will spend out the remaining budget
whih will result in a higher sore for the problem solution.
Note that although the solution interation features depend upon the agreement states,
in that it is neessary to reognize proposals and ommitments in order to identify alter-
natives and trak agreed upon solutions, it is diÆult to enode suh extensive historial
information diretly in a feature representation. Therefore the solution interation features
are derived, and the derivation inludes heuristis that use agreement state features for
estimating partial solutions. A sample enoding for the dialogue exerpt in Figure 1 for its
problem solving utterane level annotations and agreement states were given in Figures 3
and 4.
3.3 Brennan and Clark's Coneptual Pat Model
Brennan and Clark's oneptual pat model fouses on the bidiretional adaptation of
eah onversational partner to the linguisti hoies of the other onversational partiipant.
The oneptual pat model suggests that dialogue partiipants negotiate a desription
that both nd adequate for desribing an objet (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Brennan
& Clark, 1996). The speaker generates trial desriptions that the hearer modies based
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on whih objet he thinks he is suppose to identify. The negotiation ontinues until the
partiipants are ondent that the hearer has orretly identied the intended objet.
Brennan and Clark (1996) further point out that lexial availability, pereptual saliene
and a tendeny for people to reuse the same terms when desribing the same objet in a
onversation, all signiantly shape the desriptions that people generate. These fators
may then override the informativeness onstraints imposed by Grie's Quantity Maxim.
Lexial availability depends on how an objet is best oneptualized and the label assoiated
with that oneptualization (e.g. is the referent \an item of furniture" or \a sofa"). With
pereptual saliene, speakers may inlude a highly salient attribute rather than just the
attributes that distinguish it from its distrators, e.g. \the $50 red sofa" when \the $50
sofa" may be informative enough. Adaptation to one's onversational partner should lead
to a tendeny to reuse a previous desription.
The tendeny to reuse a desription derives from a ombination of the most reent,
suessfully understood desription of the objet, and how often the desription has been
used in a partiular onversation. However, this tendeny is moderated by the need to
adapt a desription to hanging problem-solving irumstanes and to make those repeated
desriptions even more eÆient as their preedents beome more established for a partiular
pairing of onversational partners. Reeny and frequeny eets on reuse are reetions
of a oordination proess between onversational partners in whih they are negotiating a
shared way of labelling or oneptualizing the referent. Dierent desriptions may be tried
until the partiipants agree on a oneptualization. A hange in the problem situation may
ause the oneptualization to be embellished with additional attributes or may instigate
the negotiation of a new oneptualization for the same referent.
The additional features suggested by this model inlude the previous desription sine
that is a andidate oneptual pat, how long ago the desription was made, and how
frequently it was referened. If the desription was used further bak in the dialogue or was
referened frequently, that ould indiate that the negotiation proess had been ompleted.
Furthermore, the model suggests that, one a pat has been reahed, that the dialogue
partiipants will ontinue to use the desription that they previously negotiated unless the
problem situation hanges. The ontinued usage aspet of the model is also similar to
Passonneau's lexial fous model (Passonneau, 1995).
 interations with other disourse entities: distane-last-ref, distane-last-ref-in-turns, number-
prev-mentions, speaker-of-last-ref, distane-last-related
 previous desription: olor-in-last-exp, type-in-last-exp, owner-in-last-exp, prie-in-last-exp,
quantity-in-last-exp, type-in-last-turn, olor-in-last-turn, owner-in-last-turn, prie-in-last-
turn, quantity-in-last-turn, initial-in-last-turn
 frequeny of attributes: freq-type-expressed, freq-olor-expressed, freq-prie-expressed, freq-
owner-expressed, freq-quantity-expressed
 stability history: p-given-last-2, p-given-last-3
Figure 11: oneptual pat Feature Set.
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The oneptual pat features in Figure 11 enode how the urrent desription relates
to previous desriptions of the same entity. We enode reeny information: when the entity
was last desribed in terms of number of utteranes and turns (distane-last-ref, distane-
last-in-turns), when the last related desription (e.g. set, lass) was (distane-last-related),
how frequently it was desribed (number-prev-mentions), who last desribed it (speaker-of-
last-ref), and how it was last desribed in terms of turn and expression sine the desription
may have been broken into several utteranes (olor-in-last-exp, type-in-last-exp, owner-in-
last-exp, prie-in-last-exp, quantity-in-last-exp, type-in-last-turn, olor-in-last-turn, owner-
in-last-turn, prie-in-last-turn, quantity-in-last-turn, initial-in-last-turn). We also enode
frequeny information: the frequeny with whih attributes were expressed in previous
desriptions of it (freq-type-expressed, freq-olor-expressed, freq-prie-expressed, freq-owner-
expressed, freq-quantity-expressed), and a history of possible oneptual pats that may
have been formed; the attribute types used to desribe it in the last two and last three
desriptions of it if they were onsistent aross usages (p-given-last-2, p-given-last-3).
4. Experimental Method
The experiments utilize the rule learning program ripper (Cohen, 1996) to learn the ontent
seletion omponent of an objet desription generator from the objet desriptions in the
oonut orpus. Although any ategorization algorithm ould be applied to this problem
given the urrent formulation, ripper is a good math for this partiular setup beause
the if-then rules that are used to express the learned model an be easily ompared with
the theoretial models of ontent seletion desribed above. One drawbak is that ripper
does not automatially take ontext into aount during training so the disourse ontext
must be represented via features as well. Although it might seem desirable to use ripper's
own previous preditions as additional ontext during training, sine it will onsider them
in pratie, it is unneessary and irrelevant to do so. The learned model will onsist of
generation rules that are relative to what is in the disourse as enoded features (i.e. what
was atually said in the orpus) and any orretions it learns are only good for improving
performane on a stati orpus.
Like other learning programs, ripper takes as input the names of a set of lasses to be
learned, the names and ranges of values of a xed set of features, and training data speifying
the lass and feature values for eah example in a training set. Its output is a lassiation
model for prediting the lass of future examples. In ripper, the lassiation model is
learned using greedy searh guided by an information gain metri, and is expressed as an
ordered set of if-then rules. By default ripper orrets for noisy data. In the experiments
reported here, unlike those reported by Jordan and Walker (2000), orretions for noisy
data have been suppressed sine the reliability of the annotated features is high.
Thus to apply ripper, the objet desriptions in the orpus are enoded in terms of a set
of lasses (the output lassiation), and a set of input features that are used as preditors
for the lasses. As mentioned above, the goal is to learn whih of a set of ontent attributes
should be inluded in an objet desription. Below we desribe how a lass is assigned to
eah objet desription, summarize the features extrated from the dialogue in whih eah
expression ours, and the method applied to learn to predit the lass of objet desription
from the features.
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N in Expliit attributes in
Class Name Corpus objet desription
CPQ 64 Color, Prie, Quantity
CPO 56 Color, Prie, Owner
CPOQ 46 Color, Prie, Owner, Quantity
T 42 None (type only)
CP 41 Color, Prie
O 32 Owner
CO 31 Color, Owner
C 18 Color
CQ 14 Color, Quantity
COQ 13 Color, Owner, Quantity
OQ 12 Owner, Quantity
PO 11 Prie, Owner
Q 5 Quantity
P 4 Prie
PQ 2 Prie, Quantity
POQ 2 Prie, Owner, Quantity
Figure 12: Enoding of attributes to be inluded in terms of ML Classes, ordered by fre-
queny
4.1 Class Assignment
The orpus of objet desriptions is used to onstrut the mahine learning lasses as
follows. The learning task is to determine the subset of the four attributes, olor, prie,
owner, quantity, to inlude in an objet desription. Thus one method for representing
the lass that eah objet desription belongs to is to enode eah objet desription as
a member of the ategory represented by the set of attributes expressed by the objet
desription. This results in 16 lasses representing the power set of the four attributes as
shown in Figure 12. The frequeny of eah lass is also shown in Figure 12. Note that these
lasses are enodings of the hand annotated expliit attributes that were shown in Figure 6
but exlude the type attribute sine we are not attempting to model pronominal seletions.
4.2 Feature Extration
The orpus is used to onstrut the mahine learning features as follows. In ripper, feature
values are ontinuous (numeri), set-valued, or symboli. We enoded eah disourse entity
for a furniture item in terms of the set of 82 total features desribed in Setion 3 as inspired
by theories of ontent seletion for subsequent referene. These features were either diretly
annotated by humans as desribed in Setion 2, derived from annotated features, or inherent
to the dialogue (Di Eugenio et al., 2000; Jordan, 2000b). The dialogue ontext in whih
eah desription ours is diretly represented in the enodings. In a dialogue system, the
dialogue manager would have aess to all these features, whih are needed by the problem
solving omponent, and would provide them to the language generator. The entire feature
set is summarized in Figure 13.
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 Assumed Familiarity Features
{ mutually known attributes: type-mk, olor-mk, owner-mk, prie-mk, quantity-mk
{ referene-relation: one of initial, oref, set, lass, nanaphora, prediative
 Inherent Features
{ utterane-number, speaker-pair, speaker, problem-number
{ attribute values:
 type: one of sofa, hair, table, rug, lamp, superordinate
 olor: one of red, blue, green, yellow
 owner: one of self, other, ours
 prie: range from $50 to $600
 quantity: range from 0 to 4.
 Coneptual Pat Features
{ interations with other disourse entities: distane-last-ref, distane-last-ref-in-turns, number-prev-men-
tions, speaker-of-last-ref, distane-last-related
{ previous desription: olor-in-last-exp, type-in-last-exp, owner-in-last-exp, prie-in-last-exp, quantity-
in-last-exp, type-in-last-turn, olor-in-last-turn, owner-in-last-turn, prie-in-last-turn, quantity-in-last-
turn, initial-in-last-turn
{ frequeny of attributes: freq-type-expressed, freq-olor-expressed, freq-prie-expressed, freq-owner-
expressed, freq-quantity-expressed
{ stability history: p-given-last-2, p-given-last-3
 Contrast Set Features
{ distrator frequenies: type-distrators, olor-distrators, owner-distrators, prie-distrators, quantity-
distrators
{ Attribute Salieny: majority-type, majority-type-freq, majority-olor, majority-olor-freq, majority-
prie, majority-prie-freq, majority-owner, majority-owner-freq, majority-quantity, majority-quantity-
freq
 Intentional Inuenes Features
{ task situation: goal, olormath, olormath-onstraintpresene, prielimit, prielimit-onstraintpres-
ene, prieevaluator, prieevaluator-onstraintpresene, olorlimit, olorlimit-onstraintpresene, prie-
upperlimit, prieupperlimit-onstraintpresene
{ agreement state: inuene-on-listener, ommit-speaker, solution-size, prev-inuene-on-listener, prev-
ommit-speaker, prev-solution-size, distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes, distane-of-last-state-in-turns,
ref-made-in-prev-ation-state, speaker-of-last-state, prev-ref-state
{ previous agreement state desription: prev-state-type-expressed, prev-state-olor-expressed, prev-state-
owner-expressed, prev-state-prie-expressed, prev-state-quantity-expressed
{ solution interations: olor-ontrast, prie-ontrast
Figure 13: Full Feature Set for Representing Basis for Objet Desription Content Seletion
in Task Oriented Dialogues.
4.3 Learning Experiments
The nal input for learning is training data, i.e., a representation of a set of disourse
entities, their disourse ontext and their objet desriptions in terms of feature and lass
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values. In order to indue rules from a variety of feature representations, the training data
is represented dierently in dierent experiments.
The goal of these experiments is to test the ontribution of the features suggested by the
three models of objet desription ontent seletion desribed in Setion 3. Our predition
is that the inremental and the intentional influenes models will work best in
ombination for prediting objet desriptions for both initial and subsequent referene.
This is beause: (1) the intentional influenes features apture nothing relevant to
the referene identiation goal, whih is the fous of the inremental model, and (2) we
hypothesize that the problem solving state will be relevant for seleting attributes for initial
desriptions, and the inremental model features apture nothing diretly about the
problem solving state, but this is the fous of the intentional influenesmodel. Finally
we expet the oneptual patmodel to work best in onjuntion with the inremental
and the intentional influenesmodels sine it is overriding informativeness onstraints,
and sine, after establishing a pat, it may need to adapt the desription to make it more
eÆient or re-negotiate the pat as the problem-solving situation hanges.
Therefore, examples are rst represented using only the assumed familiarity features
in Figure 7 to establish a performane baseline for assumed familiarity information. We
then add individual feature sets to the assumed familiarity feature set to examine the
ontribution of eah feature set on its own. Thus, examples are represented using only the
features spei to a partiular model, i.e. the oneptual pat features in Figure 11, the
ontrast set features in Figure 9 or the intentional influenes features in Figure 10.
Remember that there are three dierent versions of the ontrast set features, derived
from three dierent models of what is urrently \in fous". One model (segment) is based
on intentional struture (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). The other two are simple reeny based
models where the ative fous spae either ontains only disourse entities from the most
reent utterane or the most reent ve utteranes (one utterane, five utterane).
In addition to the theoretially-inspired feature sets, we inlude the task and dialogue
spei inherent features in Figure 8. These partiular features are unlikely to produe
rules that generalize to other domains, inluding new oonut dialogues, beause eah
domain and pair of speakers will instantiate these values uniquely for a partiular domain.
Thus, these features may indiate aspets of individual dierenes, and the role of the
spei situation in models of ontent seletion for objet desriptions.
Next, examples are represented using ombinations of the features from the dierent
models to examine interations between feature sets.
Finally, to determine whether partiular feature types have a large impat (e.g. fre-
queny features), we report results from a set of experiments using singleton feature sets,
where those features that varied by attribute alone are lustered into sets while the rest
ontain just one feature. For example, the distrator frequeny attributes in Figure 9 form
a luster for a singleton feature set whereas utterane-number is the only member of its
feature set. We experimented with singleton feature sets in order to determine if any are
making a large impat on the performane of the model feature set to whih they belong.
The output of eah mahine learning experiment is a model for objet desription gen-
eration for this domain and task, learned from the training data. To evaluate these models,
the error rates of the learned models are estimated using 25-fold ross-validation, i.e. the to-
tal set of examples is randomly divided into 25 disjoint test sets, and 25 runs of the learning
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program are performed. Thus, eah run uses the examples not in the test set for training
and the remaining examples for testing. An estimated error rate is obtained by averaging
the error rate on the test portion of the data from eah of the 25 runs. For sample sizes in
the hundreds (the oonut orpus provides 393 examples), ross-validation often provides
a better performane estimate than holding out a single test set (Weiss & Kulikowski, 1991).
The major advantage is that in ross-validation all examples are eventually used for testing,
and almost all examples are used in any given training run.
5. Experimental Results
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. For eah feature set, and ombination of
feature sets, we report auray rates and standard errors resulting from 25-fold ross-
validation. We test dierenes in the resulting auraies using paired t-tests. The table
is divided into regions grouping results using similar feature sets. Row 1 provides the
auray for the majority lass baseline of 16.9%; this is the standard baseline that
orresponds to the auray ahieved from simply hoosing the desription type that ours
most frequently in the orpus, whih in this ase means that the objet desription generator
would always use the olor, prie and quantity attributes to desribe a domain entity. Row
2 provides a seond baseline, namely that for using the assumed familiarity feature
set. This result shows that providing the learner with information about whether the
values of the attributes for a disourse entity are mutually known does signiantly improve
performane over the majority lass baseline (t=2.4, p< :03). Examination of the rest
of the table shows learly that the auray of the learned objet desription generator
depends on the features that the learner has available.
Rows 3 to 8 provide the auraies of objet desription generators trained and tested
using one of the additional feature sets in addition to the familiarity feature set. Overall,
the results here show that ompared to the familiarity baseline, the features for inten-
tional influenes (familiarity,iinf t=10.0, p<.01), ontrast set (familiarity,seg
t=6.1, p< :01; familiarity,1utt t=4.7, p< :01; familiarity,5utt t=4.2, p< :01), and
oneptual pat (familiarity,p t=6.2, p< :01) taken independently signiantly im-
prove performane. The auraies for the intentional influenes features (Row 7) are
signiantly better than for oneptual pat (t=5.2, p<.01) and the three parameteriza-
tions of the inremental model (familiarity,seg t=6, p<.01; familiarity,1utt t=4.3,
p<.01; familiarity,5utt t=4.2, p<.01), perhaps indiating the importane of a diret
representation of the problem solving state for this task.
In addition, interestingly, Rows 3, 4 and 5 show that features for the inremental
model that are based on the three dierent models of disourse struture all perform equally
well, i.e. there are no statistially signiant dierenes between the distrators predited by
the model of disourse struture based on intention (seg) and the two reeny based models
(1utt, 5utt), even though the raw auraies for distrators predited by the intention-
based model are typially higher.
6
The remainder of the table shows that the intention
based model only performs better than a reeny based model when it is ombined with all
features (Row 15 seg vs. Row 16 1utt t=2.1, p<.05).
6. This is onsistent with the ndings reported by Jordan (2000b) whih used a smaller dataset to measure
whih disourse struture model best explained the data for the inremental model.
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Row Model Tested Feature Sets Used Auray (SE)
1 baseline majority lass 16.9% (2.1)
2 baseline familiarity 18.1% (2.1)
3 inremental familiarity,seg 29.0% (2.2)
4 inremental familiarity,1utt 29.0% (2.5)
5 inremental familiarity,5utt 30.4% (2.6)
6 oneptual pat familiarity,p 28.9% (2.1)
7 intentional influenes familiarity,iinf 42.4% (2.7)
8 situation speifi familiarity,inh 54.5% (2.3)
9 intentional influenes,
inremental familiarity,iinf,seg 46.6% (2.2)
10 intentional influenes,
inremental familiarity,iinf,1utt 42.7% (2.2)
11 intentional influenes,
inremental familiarity,iinf,5utt 44.4% (2.6)
12 all theory features ombined familiarity,iinf,p,seg 43.2% (2.8)
13 all theory features ombined familiarity,iinf,p,1utt 40.9% (2.6)
14 all theory features ombined familiarity,iinf,p,5utt 41.9% (3.2)
15 all theories
& situation speifi familiarity,iinf,inh,p,seg 59.9% (2.4)
16 all theories
& situation speifi familiarity,iinf,inh,p,1utt 55.4% (2.2)
17 all theories
& situation speifi familiarity,iinf,inh,p,5utt 57.6% (3.0)
18 best singletons familiarity,iinf,inh,p,seg 52.9% (2.9)
from all models ombined
19 best singletons familiarity,iinf,inh,p,1utt 47.8% (2.4)
from all models ombined
20 best singletons familiarity,iinf,inh,p,5utt 50.3% (2.8)
from all models ombined
Table 2: Auray rates for the ontent seletion omponent of a objet desription genera-
tor using dierent feature sets, SE = Standard Error. p = the oneptual pat
features. iinf = the intentional influenes features. inh = the inherent fea-
tures. seg = the ontrast-set, segment fous spae features. 1utt = the
ontrast set, one utterane fous spae features, 5utt = the ontrast
set, five utterane fous spae features.
Finally, the situation speifi model based on the inherent feature set (Row 8)
whih is domain, speaker and task spei performs signiantly better than the famil-
iarity baseline (t=16.6, p< :01). It is also signiantly better than any of the models
utilizing theoretially motivated features. It is signiantly better than the intentional
influenes model (t=5, p<.01), and the oneptual pat model (t=9.9, p<.01), as
well as the three parameterizations of the inremental model (seg t=10, p<.01; 1utt
t=10.4, p<.01; 5utt t=8.8, p<.01).
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Say POQ if prieupperlimit-onstraintpresene = IMPLICIT ^ referene-relation = lass
Say COQ if goal = SELECTCHAIRS ^ olormath-onstraintpresene = IMPLICIT ^ prev-solution-size =
DETERMINATE ^ referene-relation = oref
Say COQ if goal = SELECTCHAIRS ^ distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes >= 3 ^ speaker-of-last-state = SELF ^
referene-relation = initial
Say COQ if goal = SELECTCHAIRS ^ prev-ref-state = STATEMENT ^ inuene-on-listener = ation-diretive ^
prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE
Say C if prev-ommit-speaker = ommit ^ inuene-on-listener = ation-diretive ^ olor-ontrast = no ^
speaker-of-last-state = SELF
Say C if olor-ontrast = yes ^ goal = SELECTTABLE ^ prev-inuene-on-listener = ation-diretive ^ inuene-
on-listener = na
Say C if solution-size = DETERMINATE ^ prev-inuene-on-listener = na ^ prev-state-olor-expressed = yes ^
prev-state-prie-expressed = na ^ prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE
Say CO if olorlimit = yes
Say CO if prie-mk = yes ^ prev-solution-size = INDETERMINATE ^ prie-ontrast = yes ^ ommit-speaker = na
Say CO if prie-mk = yes ^ prev-ref-state = PARTNER-DECIDABLE-OPTION ^ distane-of-last-state-in-
utteranes <= 1 ^ prev-state-type-expressed = yes
Say O if prev-inuene-on-listener = open-option ^ referene-relation = oref
Say O if inuene-on-listener = info-request ^ distane-of-last-state-in-turns <= 0
Say CP if solution-size = INDETERMINATE ^ prie-ontrast = yes ^ distane-of-last-state-in-turns >= 2
Say CP if distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes <= 1 ^ goal = SELECTSOFA ^ inuene-on-listener = na ^
referene-relation = lass
Say T if prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE ^ distane-of-last-state-in-turns <= 0 ^ prev-state-type-expressed
= yes ^ ref-made-in-prev-ation-state = yes
Say T if prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE ^ olormath-onstraintpresene = EXPLICIT
Say T if prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE ^ goal = SELECTSOFA ^ prev-state-owner-expressed = na ^
olor-ontrast = no
Say CPOQ if goal = SELECTCHAIRS ^ prev-solution-size = INDETERMINATE ^ prie-ontrast = no ^ type-mk
= no
Say CPOQ if distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes >= 5 ^ type-mk = no
Say CPOQ if goal = SELECTCHAIRS ^ inuene-on-listener = ation-diretive ^ distane-of-last-state-in-
utteranes >= 2
Say CPO if inuene-on-listener = ation-diretive ^ distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes >= 2 ^ ommit-speaker =
oer
Say CPO if goal = SELECTSOFA ^ distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes >= 1
default Say CPQ
Figure 14: A Sampling of Rules Learned Using assumed familiarity and intentional
influenes Features. The lasses enode the four attributes, e.g CPOQ =
Color,Prie,Owner and Quantity, T = Type only
In Setion 4.3, we hypothesized that the inremental and intentional influenes
models would work best in ombination. Rows 9, 10 and 11 show the results of this om-
bination for eah underlying model of disourse struture. Eah of these ombinations
provides some inrease in auray, however the improvements in auray over the objet
desription generator based on the intentional influenes features alone (Row 7) are
not statistially signiant.
Figure 14 shows the rules that the objet desription generator learns given the as-
sumed familiarity and intentional influenes features. The rules make use of both
types of assumed familiarity features and all four types of intentional influenes
features. The features representing mutually known attributes and those representing the
attributes expressed in a previous agreement state an be thought of as overlapping with
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the oneptual pat model, while features representing problem-solving struture and
agreement state may overlap with the inremental model by indiating what is in fous.
One of the rules from the rule set in Figure 14 is:
Say T if prev-solution-size = DETERMINATE ^ olormath-onstraintpresene
= EXPLICIT .
An example of a dialogue exerpt that mathes this rule is shown in Figure 15. The
rule aptures a partiular style of problem solving in the dialogue in whih the onversants
talk expliitly about the points involved in mathing olors (we only get 650 points without
rug and bluemath in living room) to argue for inluding a partiular item (rug). In this
ase, beause a solution had been proposed, the feature prev-solution-size has the value
determinate. So the rule desribes those ontexts in whih a solution has been ounter-
proposed, and support for the ounter-proposal is to be presented.
D: I suggest that we buy my blue sofa 300, your 1 table high green 200, your 2 hairs red 50, my 2
hairs red 50 and you an deide the rest. What do you think
J: your 3 hair green my high table green 200 and my 1 hair green 100. your sofa blue 300 rug blue
250. we get 700 point. 200 for sofa in livingroom plus rug 10. 20 points for math. 50 points for
math in dining room plus 20 for spending all. red hairs plus red table osts 600. we only get 650
points without rug and bluemath in living room. add it up and tell me what you think.
Figure 15: Example of a disourse exerpt that mathes a rule in the intentional influ-
enes and assumed familiarity rule set
Rows 12, 13 and 14 in Table 2 ontain the results of ombining the oneptual pat
features with the intentional influenes features and the ontrast set features.
These results an be diretly ompared with those in Rows 9, 10 and 11. Beause rip-
per uses a heuristi searh, the additional features have the eet of making the auraies
for the resulting models lower. However, none of these dierenes are statistially signi-
ant. Taken together, the results in Rows 9-14 indiate that the best auraies obtainable
without using situation spei features (the inherent feature set), is the ombination of
the intentional influenes and ontrast set features, with a best overall auray
of 46.6% as shown in Row 9.
Rows 15, 16 and 17 ontain the results for ombining all the features, inluding the
inherent feature set, for eah underlying model of disourse struture. This time there is
one signiant dierene between the underlying disourse models in whih the intention-
based model, segment, is signiantly better than the one utterane reeny model
(t=2.1, p<.05) but not the five utterane reeny model. Of the models in this group
only the segment model is signiantly better than the models that use a subset of the
features (vs. inherent t=2.4, p<.03). Figure 16 shows the generation rules learned with
the best performing feature set shown in Row 15. Many task, entity and speaker spei
features from the inherent feature set are used in these rules. This rule set performs
at 59.9% auray, as opposed to 46.6% auray for the more general feature set (shown
in Row 9). In this nal rule set, no oneptual pat features are used and removing
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Say Q if type=CHAIR ^ prie>=200 ^ referene-relation=set ^ quantity>=2.
Say Q if speaker=GARRETT ^ olor-distrators<=0 ^ type=CHAIR.
Say PO if olor=unk ^ speaker-pair=GARRETT-STEVE ^ referene-relation=initial ^ olor-ontrast=no.
Say PO if majority-olor-freq>=6 ^ referene-relation=set.
Say PO if utterane-number>=39 ^ type-distrators<=0 ^ owner=SELF ^ prie>=100.
Say OQ if olor=unk ^ quantity>=2 ^ majority-prie-freq<=5.
Say OQ if prev-state-quantity-expressed=yes ^ speaker=JULIE ^ olor=RED.
Say COQ if goal=SELECTCHAIRS ^ prie-distrators<=3 ^ owner=SELF ^ distane-of-last-state-in-
utteranes>=3 ^ majority-prie<=200.
Say COQ if quantity>=2 ^ prie<=-1 ^ ref-made-in-prev-ation-state=no.
Say COQ if quantity>=2 ^ prie-distrators<=3 ^ quantity-distrators>=4 ^ inuene-on-listener=ation-diretive.
Say CQ if speaker-pair=DAVE-GREG ^ utterane-number>=22 ^ utterane-number<=27 ^ problem<=1.
Say CQ if problem>=2 ^ quantity>=2 ^ prie<=-1.
Say CQ if olor=YELLOW ^ quantity>=3 ^ inuene-on-listener=ation-diretive ^ type=CHAIR.
Say C if prie-mk=yes ^ majority-type=SUPERORDINATE ^ quantity-distrators>=3.
Say C if prie-mk=yes ^ utterane-number<=21 ^ utterane-number>=18 ^ prev-state-prie-expressed=na ^
majority-prie>=200 ^ olor-distrators>=2.
Say CO if utterane-number>=16 ^ prie<=-1 ^ type=CHAIR.
Say CO if prie-mk=yes ^ speaker-pair=JILL-PENNY.
Say CO if majority-prie<=75 ^ distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes>=4 ^ prev-state-type-expressed=na.
Say O if olor=unk ^ speaker-pair=GARRETT-STEVE.
Say O if olor=unk ^ owner=OTHER ^ prie<=300.
Say O if prev-inuene-on-listener=open-option ^ utterane-number>=22.
Say CP if problem>=2 ^ quantity<=1 ^ type=CHAIR.
Say CP if prie>=325 ^ referene-relation=lass ^ distane-of-last-state-in-utteranes<=0.
Say CP if speaker-pair=JON-JULIE ^ type-distrators<=1.
Say CP if referene-relation=set ^ owner=OTHER ^ owner-distrators<=0.
Say T if prev-solution-size=DETERMINATE ^ prie>=250 ^ olor-distrators<=5 ^ owner-distrators>=2 ^
utterane-number>=15.
Say T if olor=unk.
Say T if prev-state-type-expressed=yes ^ distane-of-last-state-in-turns<=0 ^ owner-distrators<=4.
Say CPOQ if goal=SELECTCHAIRS ^ prev-solution-size=INDETERMINATE.
Say CPOQ if speaker-pair=KATHY-MARK ^ prev-solution-size=INDETERMINATE ^ owner-distrators<=5.
Say CPOQ if goal=SELECTCHAIRS ^ inuene-on-listener=ation-diretive ^ utterane-number<=22.
Say CPO if utterane-number>=11 ^ quantity<=1 ^ owner-distrators>=1.
Say CPO if inuene-on-listener=ation-diretive ^ prie>=150.
Say CPO if referene-relation=lass ^ problem<=1.
default Say CPQ
Figure 16: A Sampling of the Best Performing Rule Set. Learned using the assumed fa-
miliarity, inherent, intentional influenes and ontrast set feature
sets. The lasses enode the four attributes, e.g., CPOQ = Color,Prie,Owner
and Quantity, T = Type only.
these features during training had no eet on auray. All of the types of features in
the assumed familiarity, inherent, and ontrast set are used. Of the intentional
influenes features, mainly the agreement state and previous agreement state desriptions
are used. Some possible explanations are that the agreement state is a stronger inuene
than the task situation or that the task situation is not modelled well.
Why does the use of the inherent feature set ontribute so muh to overall auray
and why are so many inherent features used in the rule set in Figure 16? It may be that
the inherent features of objets would be important in any domain beause there is a lot
of domain spei reasoning in the task of objet desription ontent seletion. However,
these features are most likely to support rules that overt to the urrent data set; as we
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have said before, rules based on the inherent feature set are unlikely to generalize to new
situations. However, there might be more general or abstrat versions of these features
that ould generalize to new situations. For example, the attribute values for the disourse
entity may be apturing aspets of the problem solving (e.g. near the end of the problem,
the prie of expensive items is highly relevant). Seond, the use of utterane-numbers an
be haraterized as rules about the beginning, middle and end of a dialogue and may again
reet problem solving progress. Third, the rules involving problem-number suggest that
the behavior for the rst problem is dierent from the others and may reet that the
dialogue partners have reahed an agreement on their problem solving strategy. Finally,
the use of speaker-pair features in the rules inluded all but two of the possible speaker-
pairs, whih may reet dierenes in the agreements reahed on how to ollaborate. One
of the rules from this rule set is shown below:
Say CP if prie >= 325 ^ referene-relation = lass ^ distane-of-last-state-
in-utteranes <= 0.
This rule applies to disourse entities in the dialogues of one speaker pair. An example
dialogue exerpt that mathes this rule is in Figure 17. The rule reets a partiular style
of desribing the items that are available to use in the problem solving, in whih the speaker
rst desribes the lass of the items that are about to be listed. This style of desription
allows the speaker to eÆiently list what he has available. The distane-of-last-state-in-
utteranes feature aptures that this style of desription ours before any proposals have
been made.
M: I have $550, my inventory onsists of 2 Yellow hi-tables for $325 eah. Sofas, yellow for $400
and green for $350.
Figure 17: Example of a dialogue exerpt that mathes a rule in the best performing rule
set
As desribed above, we also reated singleton feature sets, in addition to our theoreti-
ally inspired feature sets, to determine if any singleton features are, by themselves, making
a large impat on the performane of the model it belongs to. The singleton features shown
in Table 3 resulted in learned models that were signiantly above the majority lass base-
line. The last olumn of Table 3 also shows that, exept for the assumed familiarity and
inremental 5utt models, the theory model to whih a partiular singleton feature be-
longs is signiantly better, indiating that no singleton alone is a better preditor than the
ombined features in these theoretial models. The assumed familiarity and inremen-
tal 5utt models perform similarly to their orresponding single feature models indiating
that these single features are the most highly useful features for these two models.
Finally, we ombined all of the singleton features in Table 3 to learn three additional
models shown in Rows 18, 19 and 20 of Table 2. These three models are not signiantly
dierent from one another. The best performing model in Row 15, whih ombines all
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Soure
Model
Features in Set Auray
(SE)
Better than
baseline
Soure Model
Better
assumed fa-
miliarity
type-mk, olor-mk, owner-mk,
prie-mk, quantity-mk
18.1% (2.1) t=2.4, p<.03 idential
oneptual
pat
freq-type-expressed, freq-olor-
expressed, freq-prie-expressed,
freq-owner-expressed, freq-
quantity-expressed
22.1% (1.8) t=3.7, p<.01 t=5.7, p<.01
p-given-last-2 20.9% (2.1) t=3.9, p<.01 t=4.3, p<.01
type-in-last-exp, olor-in-last-
exp, prie-in-last-exp, owner-in-
last-exp, quantity-in-last-exp
18.9% (1.9) t=2.8, p<.02 t=5.7, p<.01
type-in-last-turn, olor-in-
last-turn, prie-in-last-turn,
owner-in-last-turn, quantity-in-
last-turn
18.1% (2.0) t=3.4, p<.02 t=6.4, p<.01
inremental
seg
type-distrators, olor-
distrators, prie-distrators,
owner-distrators, quantity-
distrators
21.4% (2.5) t=3.2, p<.01 t=3.6, p<.01
majority-type, majority-olor,
majority-prie, majority-owner,
majority-quantity
19.9% (2.3) t=2.5, p<.02 t=4.8, p<.01
inremental
1utt
type-distrators, olor-
distrators, prie-distrators,
owner-distrators, quantity-
distrators
20.8% (2.4) t=3.2, p<.01 t=3.2, p<.01
inremental
5utt
type-distrators, olor-
distrators, prie-distrators,
owner-distrators, quantity-
distrators
25.7% (2.7) t=4.4, p<.01 t=1.5, NS
intentional
influenes
distane-of-last-state-in-
utteranes
21.3% (2.0) t=3.7, p<.01 t=11, p<.01
distane-of-last-state-in-turns 20.0% (2.1) t=3.6, p<.01 t=10.2, p<.01
olormath 19.3% (2.2) t=3.7, p<.01 t=10.3, p<.01
prev-state-type-expressed,
prev-state-olor-expressed,
prev-state-owner-expressed,
prev-state-prie-expressed,
prev-state-quantity-expressed
19.2% (1.9) t=3.6, p<.01 t=8.8, p<.01
situation
speifi
type, olor, prie, owner, quan-
tity
24.3% (2.5) t=4.1, p<.01 t=12.5, p<.01
utterane-number 20.5% (2.3) t=3.3, p<.01 t=16.2, p<.01
Table 3: Performane using singleton feature sets, SE = Standard Error
features, is signiantly better than 1utt (t=4.2, p<.01) and 5utt (t=2.8, p<.01) in Rows
19 and 20, but is not signiantly dierent from seg (t=2.0, NS) in Row 18. The ombined
singletons seg model (Row 18) is also not signiantly dierent from the inherent model
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(Row 8). The ombined singletons seg model has the advantage that it requires just two
situation spei features and a smaller set of theoretial features.
Class reall preision fallout F (1.00)
CPQ 100.00 63.64 12.12 0.78
CPO 66.67 100.00 0.00 0.80
CPOQ 100.00 100.00 0.00 1.00
T 50.00 100.00 0.00 0.67
CP 100.00 100.00 0.00 1.00
O 100.00 60.00 5.41 0.75
CO 66.67 100.00 0.00 0.80
C 0.00 0.00 5.13 0.00
CQ 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
COQ 100.00 100.00 0.00 1.00
PO 50.00 100.00 0.00 0.67
OQ 66.67 50.00 5.41 0.57
Q 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00
POQ 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
PQ 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
Table 4: Reall and Preision values for eah lass; the rows are ordered from most frequent
to least frequent lass
Class CPQ O COQ C CPO CO PO T OQ POQ CPOQ Q CP PQ CQ
CPQ 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COQ 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CPO 0 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CO 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PO 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
POQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
CPOQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
PQ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
CQ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5: Confusion matrix for a held-out test set; The row label indiates the lass, while
the olumn indiates how the token was lassied automatially.
Tables 4 and 5 show the reall and preision for eah lass and a sample onfusion matrix
for one run of the best performing model with a held-out test-set onsisting of 40 examples.
Table 4 shows that the overall tendeny is for both reall and preision to be higher for
lasses that are more frequent, and lower for the less frequent lasses as one would expet.
Table 5 shows there aren't any signiant soures of onfusion as the errors are spread out
aross dierent lasses.
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6. Disussion and Future Work
This artile reports experimental results for training a generator to learn whih attributes
of a disourse entity to inlude in an objet desription. To our knowledge, this is the
rst reported experiment of a trainable ontent seletion omponent for objet desription
generation in dialogue. A unique feature of this study is the use of theoretial work in
ognitive siene on how speakers selet the ontent of an objet desription. The theories we
used to inspire the development of features for the mahine learner were based on Brennan
and Clark's (1996) model, Dale and Reiter's (1995) model and Jordan's (2000b) model.
Beause Dale and Reiter's model relies on a model of disourse struture, we developed
features to represent Grosz and Sidner's (1986) model of disourse struture, as well as
features representing two simple reeny based models of disourse struture. The objet
desription generators are trained on the oonut orpus of task-oriented dialogues. The
results show that:
 The best performing learned objet desription generator ahieves a 60% math to
human performane as opposed to a 17% majority lass baseline;
 The assumed familiarity feature set improves performane over the baseline;
 Features spei to the task, speaker and disourse entity (the inherent feature set)
provide signiant performane improvements;
 The oneptual pat feature set developed to approximate Brennan and Clark's
model of objet desription generation signiantly improves performane over both
the baseline and assumed familiarity;
 The ontrast set features developed to approximate Dale and Reiter's model sig-
niantly improve performane over both the baseline and assumed familiarity;
 The intentional influenes features developed to approximate Jordan's model
are the best performing theoretially-inspired feature set when taken alone, and the
ombination of the intentional influenes features with the ontrast set fea-
tures is the best performing of the theoretially-based models. This ombined model
ahieves an auray of 46.6% as an exat math to human performane and holds
more promise of being general aross domains and tasks than those that inlude the
inherent features.
 Tests using singleton feature sets from eah model showed that frequeny features and
the attributes last used have the most impat in the oneptual pat model, the
distrator set features are the most important for the inremental models, and fea-
tures related to state have the biggest impat in the intentional influenesmodel.
But none of these singleton features perform as well as the feature ombinations in
the related model.
 A model onsisting of a ombination of the best singleton features from eah of the
other models was not signiantly dierent from the best learned objet desription
generator and ahieved a 53% math to human performane with the advantage of
fewer situation spei features.
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Thus the hoie to use theoretially inspired features is validated, in the sense that every
set of ognitive features improves performane over the baseline.
In previous work, we presented results from a similar set of experiments, but the best
model for objet desription generation only ahieved an auray of 50% (Jordan &Walker,
2000). The auray improvements reported here are due to a number of new features that
we derived from the orpus, as well as a modiation of the mahine learning algorithm to
respet the fat that the training data for these experiments is not noisy.
It is hard to say how good our best-performing auray of 60% atually is as this is
one of the rst studies of this kind. There are several issues to onsider. First, the objet
desriptions in the orpus may represent just one way to desribe the entity at that point in
the dialogue, so that using human performane as a standard against whih to evaluate the
learned objet desription generators provides an overly rigorous test (Oberlander, 1998;
Reiter, 2002). Furthermore, we do not know whether humans would produe idential objet
desriptions given the same disourse situation. A previous study of anaphor generation
in Chinese showed that rates of math for human speakers averaged 74% for that problem
(Yeh & Mellish, 1997), and our results are omparable to that. Furthermore, the results
show that inluding features spei to speaker and attribute values improves performane
signiantly. Our onlusion is that it may be important to quantify the best performane
that a human ould ahieve at mathing the objet desriptions in the orpus, given the
omplete disourse ontext and the identity of the referent. In addition, the diÆulty of
this problem depends on the number of attributes available for desribing an objet in the
domain; the objet desription generator has to orretly make four dierent deisions to
ahieve an exat math to human performane. Sine the oonut orpus is publily
available, we hope that other researhers will improve on our results.
Another issue that must be onsidered is the extent to whih these experiments an be
taken as a test of the theories that inspired the feature sets. There are several reasons to
be autious in making suh interpretations. First, the models were developed to explain
subsequent referene and not initial referene. Seond, the feature sets annot be laimed in
any way to be omplete. It is possible that other features ould be developed that provide
a better representation of the theories. Finally, ripper is a propositional learner, and
the models of objet desription generation may not be representable by a propositional
theory. For example, models of objet desription generation rely on a representation of
the disourse ontext in the form of some type of disourse model. The features utilized
here represent the disourse ontext and apture aspets of the disourse history, but these
representations are not as rih as those used by a rule-based implementation. However it
is interesting to note that whatever limitations these models may have, the automatially
trained models tested here perform better than the rule-based implementations of these
theoretial models, reported by Jordan (2000b).
Another issue is the extent to whih these ndings might generalize aross domains.
While this is always an issue for empirial work, one potential limitation of this study is
that Jordan's model was expliitly developed to apture features spei to negotiation
dialogues suh as those in the oonut orpus. Thus, it is possible that the features
inspired by that theory are a better t to this data. Just as oneptual pat features are
less prominent for the oonut data and that data thus inspired a new model, we expet to
nd that other types of dialogue will inspire additional features and feature representations.
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Finally, a unique ontribution of this work is the experimental omparison of dierent
representations of disourse struture for the task of objet desription generation. We
tested three representations of disourse struture, one represented by features derived
from Grosz and Sidner's model, and two reeny based representations. One of the most
surprising results of this work is the nding that features based on Grosz and Sidner's
model do not improve performane over extremely simple models based on reeny. This
ould be due to issues disussed by Walker (1996a), namely that human working memory
and proessing limitations play a muh larger role in referring expression generation and
interpretation than would be suggested by the operations of Grosz and Sidner's fous spae
model. However it ould also be due to muh more mundane reasons, namely that it
is possible (again) that the feature sets are not adequate representations of the disourse
struture model dierenes, or that the dierenes we found would be statistially signiant
if the orpus were muh larger. However, again the results on the disourse struture model
dierenes reported here onrm the ndings reported by Jordan (2000b), i.e. it was also
true that the fous spae model did not perform better than the simple reeny models in
Jordan's rule-based implementations.
In future work, we plan to perform similar experiments on dierent orpora with dier-
ent ommuniations settings and problem types (e.g. planning, sheduling, designing) to
determine whether our ndings are spei to the genre of dialogues that we examine here,
or whether the most general models an be applied diretly to a new domain. Related to
this question of generality, we have reated a binary attribute inlusion model using domain
independent feature sets but do not yet have a new annotated orpus upon whih to test it.
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